GIN & TONIC
Saturdays

Join us for a fabulous evening
with nine quality gins!
Featuring:
Apoteca Gin, Blind Tiger Piper Cubeba, Fisher’s Gin,
Giass Milano Dry Gin, Mey Selections Traditional Scottish Gin,
Sakurao Gin, Twisted Nose, Xibal Gin,
Whitley Neal - Rhubarb & Ginger

$10 per glass

Apoteca Gin

It combines 22 natural botanicals, most of which are foraged herbs and bee
products, which were predominately sourced in Lithuania. Among the unique
botanicals are the likes of bee bread, propolis and sea buckthorn which makes
this an interesting release.
Country: England

Blind Tiger Piper Cubeba

The waft of celeriac from the blinded botanical in the nose gives way to herbal
and floral notes of orange blossom and some citrus on the first sip.
Country: Belgium

Fisher’s Gin

Combines rare old English herbs and botanicals with distilled barley, sourced
entirely from East Anglian farmers. Infusing these mystifying and intriguing
aromas with traditional botanicals, Fishers is more than a gin, it is an expression
of the English coast.
Country: England

Giass Milano Dry Gin

The soul of GIASS is expressed in the union of 18 botanicals that compose it,
amalgamated by a sophisticated process of distillation that has given life to a
gin out of the usual routes: complex, authentic and immediate spirit, to be
discovered even on the rocks.
Country: Italy

Mey Selections Traditional Scottish Gin

The botanicals used include sweet cicely, which brings lovely liquorice and
aniseed notes to the gin, bog myrtle, giving a sweet herbal flavour and finally
apple mint which is a slightly sweeter mint to taste.
Country: Scotland

Sakurao Gin

The distillery utilizes Hiroshima grown navel oranges, green lemons, sweet
summer oranges, yuzu, dai dai, hinoki cypress, green tea, red shiso and
ginger. There are five additional imported botanicals, juniper and coriander,
with the other three still a mystery at this point in time.
Country: Japan

Twisted Nose

The taste is intensely herbaceous yet delicately floral, beginning with soft
sweet citrus notes, developing spicy undertones and finishing with a peppery
sparkle from the fresh watercress grown at the distillery.
Country: England

Whitley Neal

Rhubarb & Ginger - The essence of Rhubarb adds a tart crisp edge, to the
smooth English gin base, whilst the real ginger extract warms the palate for a
full-bodied complex finish.
Country: England

Xibal Gin

Stands out for being a gin distilled by hand five times in a micro-distillery
through a copper alembic. It is prepared with a mixture of Mayan ingredients
and the great migrations, obtaining a unique and delicious flavour.
Country: Guatemala

